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ARE WE READY
FOR THE NEW NORMAL?
Ladies & Gentlemen,
At the outset, my best wishes to you and your families in advance for
the festive season ahead. Hope all your near and dear ones are safe &
keeping healthy. That is primary.
What a year 2020 has been so far!! This 'Pandemic' has affected the
entire world leading to the complete slowdown of global economies,
indicating tough times ahead. Nevertheless, it is during these tough and
unprecedented business scenarios, the tough in us has to get going.
Such situations can also throw up opportunities which need to be
encashed.
We at SPRL have decided to face this situation squarely and do all the
right things. Our primary focus has been the safety of our employees
and their families. We also continued our focus on the communities
nearby and provided them with food packets for most of the lockdown
period. With taking precautions, many of our employees also
volunteered and did a lot of selfless service to the needy for which I
stand indebted!! I truly believe that these tough times also brings out
the best in people.
On the business front, while we see the commercial vehicle segment
very badly affected, we see a good rebounce from certain segments of
the markets like the 2W segment, the tractor segment and the PV
segment. Both our plants have started from early May and have ramped
up without any break over the last four months. We have focused on
meeting all our customer demands be it the OE’s or the Aftermarket. We
hope that the demands would further improve in the coming months,
thereby improving the run rate in the balance part of this year.
On the positive side, I feel that such a crisis always give rise to other
opportunities. We at SPRL have focused on using this opportunity to
become leaner, focus on more digitization across our organization and
also use this time to train the employees on multi-skilling. You would
have already experienced our various 'Digi-Connect' programs including
virtual seminars and product information of new launches through
these initiatives. These initiatives have helped us in improving the reach
to our customers especially in the Aftermarket. As an organization, we
have continued our focus on introducing newer technologies across the
product platforms. As you might be aware, SPRL has won the majority
of the programs for the BS-6 conversions with our customers and have
given advanced technological solutions for the same. I am sure that
soon these demands would also be seen in the Aftermarket and are

confident that our partners would
make the most of these
demands in the years to come.
On the individual front also,
technology is here to stay and
has a powerful impact on all
aspect of our lives. How we
conduct our daily affairs and
our daily business has changed
forever. All of us must embrace
this change. We are happy that
our employees have embraced the
change and have adapted to the
newer ways of working; quite fast!
I hope the same with all of you and
your teams.
While we focus on technology for growth and
reach, we will continue to focus on our core values
as below;
•

Doing Business Right and for the benefit of all stakeholders

•

Continued focus on Partnerships; for growth, for market and
technologies

•

Focus on employee learning and up-skilling and

•

Giving it back to our societies through our non-stop CSR activities

We at SPRL continue to cherish our relationships with all of you and
look forward to many more years of doing business together. I was also
fortunate to meet some of you during the virtual seminar organized by
us recently. It feels great that I have been able to pen some of my
thoughts through this e-AFM Magazine. This is my first formal address
post taking over as the Managing Director of the company and I already
feel owned!!
I thank you for your continued patronage and look forward to meeting
you all in person in the near future. Please continue to take care of your
health and remain safe at all times.
With Warm Regards,
Krishnakumar

Message ED-Marketing

AUTO SECTOR ON
ROAD TO RECOVERY
Respected Friends,
Greetings !!
During this difficult time and ever-evolving situation, we want
you to know that Shriram Pistons & Rings Ltd is committed to
you, our customers. The health and welfare of our staff,
customers and their families is as always, our top priority. We
will continue to serve you in whatever capacity possible, whilst
maintaining the health and safety of your operation, your
employees and our staff. We have and will continue to follow
all health regulations and guidance.
SPRL has undergone a remarkable evolution in the past few
years as we’ve pursued our vision to become the nation’s
leading Pistons, Rings & Engine Valve Manufacturer. One of
the most profound changes over this time has been a richer
understanding of the market and a deeper commitment to our
customers. We believe in sustainability that has come into
focus as we have refined our views of what it means to be a
leader.
Built around four equally strong commitments to customers
and communities, employees, shareholders and the
environment, SPR's leadership vision brings together what we
believe are the essential prerequisites for maintaining the
long-term health and growth of our company.
What is clearer than ever before, though, is that we cannot
achieve success if we choose to pursue these goals
independently. Rather, success requires that we consistently
work to achieve our goals through integrated initiatives that
place a high priority on moving us forward simultaneously on
multiple fronts and managing our total impact as an
enterprise.
This balance and integration is the core of our sustainability
commitment—and it is indispensable to realizing the
aspirations reflected in our company vision.
The world is grappling with an issue of enormous scale and
human impact, and our hearts go out to all who have been
affected by the outbreak of Coronavirus (COVID-19).

The auto sector on road to recovery
Auto manufacturers are expecting the recovery trend to be
strong as inquiries and bookings are rising fast. While urban
areas have been more impacted by Covid-19 and the
lockdown, rural India is witnessing a faster recovery. Coming
out of lockdown, the Indian automobile sector is drawing a
close parallel with the recovery trend seen in other western
countries. If the sale in April was nil for most manufacturers
following stringent lockdown restrictions, almost all
manufacturers reported 80 to 90 per cent dip in domestic
sales in May. In June, however, the pace of decline slowed
down. There has been a recovery in month-on-month numbers
and projections are quite optimistic.
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Demand for compact small cars mostly by first-time buyers is
driving the car sales in India besides the pent up demand due
to stringent lockdown restrictions in April and May. The new
realities of social distancing and scare of contracting the virus
are driving more and more individuals, who were earlier
dependent upon public transport, to buy a car or a two wheeler.
Manufacturers are expecting the recovery trend to remain
strong as the inquiries and booking are rising fast. The
companies are also raising their production levels. The fact
that demand is on the rise, the elimination of production and
supply bottlenecks will only improve the sales efficiency going
forward.
While the Indian automotive industry accounts for over 7 per
cent of the country’s GDP, it accounts for 22 per cent of the
manufacturing GDP. According to the industry body: Society of
Indian Automobile Manufacturers, the industry supports more
than 3.7 crore employment and with GST collections of around
` 1,50,000 crore, it accounts for nearly 15 per cent of total GST
collection of the country in a year. The auto sector is also one
of the biggest recipients of foreign direct investment and
between April 2000 and March 2020, the sector has received
FDI amounting to $ 24.2 billion.
Going forward, if everything remains on the growth path, we
might soon be able to touch the pre-COVID demand. However,
we all will have to do our bit to ensure that we regain our place
in the market.
All these mentioned above has a direct impact on aftermarket.
Repair jobs are increasing, people want their vehicle to be in
the fit condition as they need the same for commuting & loadcarrying purposes. Agriculture & Stationary Diesel Industry is
already on the path of recovery and there is an increased
demand for the same.
In order to create brand visibility & deeper connect with our
customers, we have taken many initiatives on the digital front
with major being ease of doing business. We have conducted
many virtual seminars and competitions to stay connected
with you and your families. We will continue to do the same in
future also with a deeper connect.
Please feel free to give your views and suggestions to make us
become better and better.
Together we will come out of this crisis and prove ourselves to
be a winner. The business will be normal soon and we are
committed to the same.
Stay safe & stay blessed always.
Regards
Jenender Anand
Executive Director - Marketing

Wellness

WELLNESS
(Inside Out)

A first of its kind VIRTUAL WELLNESS PROGRAMME was held on 10th
July 2020.
This was a PAN India Conference with overwhelming participation
from every important channel partner & retailer. It was an honour to
have our MD & CEO, Mr. AK Taneja; MD, Mr. S Krishnakumar & JT. MD,
Mr. R Srinivasan chair the Conference, along with a special wellness
session, with all queries answered by Dr. HK Chopra.
Dr. Chopra gave a detailed talk on wellness "Inside-out" & how to live
healthily & take all precautions during these COVID Times.
Mr. Taneja was as always there to answer all the queries from the
Trade on the Auto Industry, its future, normal business to return, etc.
This was the first Virtual Conference conducted by any Auto
Component Manufacturer & was very well accepted by all.
The overall session was deeply engaging & we concluded the
programme with the entire audience asking for more.
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North Zone

Father’s Day Special Contest
Father's day was celebrated on 21st June 2020 in all 4 regions. Kids of SPR
retailers/dealers participated with full josh. Various competitions were arranged
on AV making, drawing, poetry and singing.
Participants thoroughly enjoyed and at last, winners were announced.
Such activities strengthen our bond with them.

NORTH-1

NORTH-2
PARTICIPANTS OF AGE GROUP (5YRS TO 8 YRS)

PREKSHA CHANDANI
D/O Mr. Somesh
M/s Shree Prem Prakash
Autos Pvt Ltd.

SHWETA
D/O Sh. Prem Kumar from
Topsel Marketing
(Delhi)

SAMARTH KOTHARI
S/O Roop Narayan Kothari

Krishna Agencies (Shree Ganga Nagar)

TANUSH CHANDANI
S/O Mr. Somesh
M/s Shree Prem Prakash Auto
Pvt Ltd
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MANANSH RAGHUVANSHI
S/O Vishal Raghuvanshi
C/O Vishal Traders
(Ajmer)

RIHAN JAIN : 5 YRS
TikTok Video
C/O Vardhman Traders
(Jammu)

MANVIK JAIN : 5 YRS
Singing Video
C/O Jain Sales Corp.
(Ludhiana)

GAURISH MITTAL : 8 YRS
Drawing
C/O Tilak Automobile
(Ludhiana)

CHARVI SHARMA : 8 YRS
Singing & Dancing
C/O R.K Automobile
(Amritsar)

HARSH SHARMA : 6 YRS
Singing
C/O R.K Automobile
(Amritsar)

SUMANT SHARMA : 6 YRS
Poem
C/O Sharma Automobile
(Amritsar)

SAHIBA SHABIR : 5 YRS
Rhymes
C/O Hero Motor
(Anantnag)

MOHD HAMDAN BHAT : 5 YRS
Poem
C/O On the Wheel
(Srinagar)

GEETANK AGGARWAL : 7 YRS
Video Clip
C/O Chandigarh Automobile
(Chandigarh)

RAGHAV SAHNI : 7 YRS
Poem
C/O Shiv Shakti Entp
(Jalandhar)

MR. KARTIK SHARMA
S/O Shree Chanderkant Sharma
Nirmal Laxmi Sikar

Triveni Auto Parts (Chomu)

AARUSH RAGHUVANSHI
S/O Vishal Raghuvanshi
C/O Vishal Traders
(Ajmer)

North Zone

PARTICIPANTS OF AGE GROUP (5YRS TO 8 YRS)

PARTICIPANTS OF
AGE GROUP
(5YRS TO 8 YRS)

AARCHI AGGARWAL : 12 YRS
Dancing Video Clip
C/O Kissan Automotive
(Jalandhar)

JASHAN GOYAL : 11YRS
Drawing
C/O Subhash Auto home
(Bathinda)

SHAURYA SWARAJ : 12 YRS
Video Clip
C/O Surya Motor Pvt Ltd
(Chandigarh)

PARINA SHARMA : 9 YRS
Painting
C/O Vinay Trader
(Hamirpur)

SUHANA SHARMA : 12 YRS
Art Work
C/O Vinay Trader
(Hamirpur)

SARTHAK SHARMA : 10 YRS
Art Work
C/O Vinay Trader
(Hamirpur)

HARDHIK SONDHI : 9YRS
Painting
C/O Kissan Store
(Amritsar)

ANSHIKA : 12 YRS
Cooking Video
C/O Kandhari Motor Store
(Batala)

AMIT KUMAR PAL : 10 YRS
Drawing/Poem
C/O Didar Motor Store
(Chandigarh)

AANYA AGGARWAL : 10 YRS
Poem
C/O Chandigarh Automobiles
(Ropar)

ANGADPREET SINGH : 12 YRS
Drawing
C/O Sarna Auto Store
(Ludhiana)

DHRUV DABRA : 10 YRS
Drawing
C/O R.S Auto Agency
(Jalandhar)

PARTH MAGGO : 11 YRS
Drawing
C/O Novelty Auto Spares
(Jalandhar)

KARISHAV GOEL : 9 YRS
Drawing
C/O Ganpati Trader
(Ludhiana)

AYRA GOEL : 9 YRS
Video Clips of Poem
C/O Ganpati Trader
(Ludhiana)

HYDER ALI MIR : 9 YRS
Painting
C/O Zahidan Motor
(Srinagar)

EKAM NARANG : 11 YRS
Drawing
C/O Sonu Auto Parts
(Kotkapura)

MITHLESH GUPTA : 12 YRS
Drawing
C/O Friends Motor Store
(Bathinda)

ARADHYA VERMA : 6 YRS
Drawing
C/O Vee Pee Automobile
(Jalandhar)

NAVDEEP KAUR : 6 YRS
Drawing
C/O Green Engg. Works
(Srinagar)

IKJOT SINGH : 6 YRS
Drawing
C/O Surjit Motors
(Pathankot)

ISHIKA MAGGO : 6 YRS
Video Clip Of Poem
C/O Novelty Auto Spares
(Jalandhar)
MOHD HUSSAIN DAR : 9 YRS MASILAH AJAZ ZARGAR : 9 YRS
Drawing
Drawing
C/O Hamdan Motor
C/O The Motor Land
(Srinagar)
(Srinagar)

RACHITA SHARMA : 8 YRS
Poem
C/O Krishna Trading Co.
(Udampur)
RIDHIMA SHARMA : 11 YRS
Poem
C/O Krishna Trading Co.
(Udampur)

CHAHAT VERMA : 12 YRS
Drawing
C/O Vee Pee Automobile
(Jalandhar)
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East Zone

Father’s Day Activity Winner’s
AGE 5-10

Customer engagement
initiatives taken by SPR is in
itself a big move towards
adapting the lockdown and
becoming digital.
Covering this PAN India to
motivate and inspire our
customers we had a region
wise competition. Amongst 86
participants, we have our
winners from the East zone.
Such activities help boost the
moral of our clients and also
get them to know the
company well.

1ST DIVYANSH NAYAN
Drawing
C/O Garhwa Enterprises
(Garhwa)

2ND ADITYA RAJ
Drawing
C/O Sukdeo Tractor
(Ranchi)

3RD ZAINA AZMI
Drawing
C/O Aman Motors
(Ranchi)

AGE 11-15

1ST BHAVYA KUMARI
Drawing
C/O Aryan Traders
(Ranchi)

2ND ANWESHA RANA
Drawing
C/O Rana Automobile
(Pansukra)

3RD MAHAJABIN FIRDOUS
Drawing
C/O Lucky Auto Centre
(Siliguri)
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East Zone

AGE 16-21

1ST ABHIRISHI DEY
Poem
C/O Hindustan Trading
(Kolkata)

FATHER - A CHAMPION
Words cannot describe
who a father is,
but a father is a person
to whom it bothers everything.
When a father and child gets compiled
The bond becomes mild
Each of them smiles
because it's a journey of miles.
Just as the connection of a piston and a ring
does not need any other thing
Is so as that of a relationship between
a child and his father, who is the king.
We all know who a real hero is,
it's just a combination of
love, warmth, tenderness and a calmer
whom we call a father.
The relationship between a father and a child
seems to be unbreakable, unchangeable,
unshakable
because it is the most valuable
and cannot be payable.
He is always my admirer
and will continue to be that forever
Father, you mean the world to me
and you are mine entirely

2ND SWEETY DE
Drawing
C/O Maa Kamala Machinery
(Gopiballavpur)

3RD HARDIK BHAGAT
Drawing
C/O Maa Amba Trading Co.
(Siliguri)
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South Zone

Father’s Day Activity Winner’s

AP

KERALA

1ST - K. SATHVIKA
Drawing
C/O Bhargavi Sri Venkateswara Enng
(Srikakulam)

1ST - ADHITHI KRISHNA
Dancing
C/O G.K Auto Distributors
(Calicut)

2ND - P. SRI SAI SUDHA
Drawing
C/O Sri Rao Auto Agencies
(Visakhapatnam)

1ST - NIA D CRUZ
Singing
C/O HI-Tech Industrial
(Calicut)

TELANGANA

1ST - ABHISHREE
Singing
C/O Southern Reboring Garage
(Trichur)

1ST - MUQEID KHAN
Drawing
C/O Javid Engineering Works
(Hyderabad)
2ND - ASHLINA ABHILASH
Singing
C/O Abhilash Engg Works
(Manjery)
2ND - E. SHREYANSH
Drawing
C/O Sairam Enterprises
(Hyderabad)
3RD - ANUSREE
Singing
C/O JAI and SONS Pvt. Ltd.
(Calicut)
3RD - ZOHA FATIMA
Singing
C/O Multania Reboring Works
(Hyderabad)
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South Zone

KARNATAKA

1ST - ANAGHAA NARESH
Dancing
C/O ABC Auto Corporation
(Mangalore)

2ND - B. INDRANI
Singing
C/O New Canara Sales
(Bangalore)

1ST - SHREYA KM
Dancing
C/O Banashankari Motors
(Bellary)

3RD - DHEERAJ. C
Drawing
C/O Balaji Engineering Works
(Bangalore)

1ST - NIKITH GANJI
Singing
C/O Jai Shankar Auto Engg Works
(Belgavi)

3RD - CHARVI AMIN
Dancing
C/O ABC Auto Corporation
(Mangalore)

1ST - K ADITHYA
Keyboard Playing
C/O South India Agro Spares
(Mangalore)

3RD - MD. ANAM SHARIFF
Dancing
C/O AS Enterprise Piston Center
(Bangalore)

2ND - PAHEL P. BAFNA
Drawing
C/O Runecha Automobiles
(Hubli)

3RD - PRANAV B BABAR
Drawing
C/O Jai and Sons Pvt Ltd
(Hubli)

TAMILNADU

1ST - Q. ROHITHA
Drawing
C/O Sivashakti Autoparts
(Madurai)

2ND - R SURYA GAYATHRI
Singing
C/O Jai and Sons Pvt Ltd
(Tirunelveli)

2ND - M LASHITHA
Dancing
C/O Sriram Engineering Works
(Madurai)

3RD - M MANUSHREE
Drawing
C/O Shree Baskar Automobiles
(Salem)

2ND - A. SURAJ NARAYANAN
Dancing
C/O Jai and Sons Pvt Ltd
(Coimbatore)

3RD - K ANUSKA SIVANI
Singing
C/O Sri Sabari Auto Agencies
(Salem)

2ND - V DHARSHINI
Dancing
C/O Adhilakshmi Engineering Works
(Chennai)
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West Zone

Father’s Day Special Contest
PARTICIPANTS OF FATHER’S DAY CONTEST CONDUCTED IN JUNE-20

MR. PARAS GHIYA
of M/s. Prabhulal Mohanlal
Ghiya & Co., Rajkot,
First Prize Winner, Submitted
a painting by his daughter
Ms. Priya Ghiya

MS. PRIYA GHIYA
First Prize Winner
Participants of father’s day
contest participated by
submitting a painting

MR. ASHUTOSH S. JAISWAL
and his son Mr. Sanjay Jaiswal 2nd Prize Winner –
M/s. Naryan Auto, Nagpur

MR. NIRAJ GUPTA
with his daughter
Ms. Kashti Gupta,
2nd Prize Winner –
of Auto Point, Nagpur

A painting by
MS.KASHTI GUPTA
2nd Prize Winner
D/O Mr. Niraj Gupta of
Auto Point Nagpur

Drawings submitted by
MR. SANJAY JAISWAL
of M/s. Naryan Auto Nagpur. 2nd Prize Winner

EBW PARTICIPANTS OF EBW CONTEST CONDUCTED IN JULY-20

MR. RAJESH BHAI
of M/s. Ambika Motor Repowering,
Ahmedabad
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MR. RAJU BHAI
of M/s.Hariom Auto Repowering,
Ahmedabad

MR. NILESH BHAI
of M/s.Natraj Motor Repowering,
Ahmedabad

West Zone
EBW PARTICIPANTS OF EBW CONTEST CONDUCTED IN JULY-20

MR. SUBHASH DHANKUTE
of M/s. B.Malani & Co., Nagpur.
2nd Prize Winner of West Zone
EBW contest conducted in July-20

MR. KRISHNA BHIMRAO CHOPDAR
of M/s. Chopdar Automobiles, Kolhapur
2nd Prize Winner of West Zone EBW contest
conducted in July-20. Leading Engine
Re-powering Workshop since 1985 with
advance and latest setup of equipment and
technology. He always gives first preference
for fitment of USHA product for engine of all
type of vehicles.�

MR. TANAJI HINDURAO PATIL
of M/s. Jyotirling Automobiles, Kolhapur
3rd Prize Winner of West Zone EBW contest
conducted in July-20. Providing Leading
Engine reconditioning services since 1987
with qualified technical staff and technology.
He always gives first preference for fitment
of USHA products for HCV/LCV/SCV/AND
CAR segment engines.

MR. AZAR REHMAN
of Maharashtra Boring Works, Nagpur
2nd Prize Winner of
EBW contest conducted in July-20

MR. RAHUL LANJEWAR
of M/s. Rahul Auto Boring Works, Nagpur,
1st Prize Winner of West Zone
EBW contest conducted in July-20.

MR. VIMAL
of M/s. Shree Ganesh Repowering, Navsari,
Gujarat, 2nd Prize Winner of West Zone
EBW contest conducted in July-20.

MR. DHARMESH PATEL
of M/s.Mahakali Auto Repowering,
Ahmedabad, 1st Prize Winner of West Zone
EBW contest conducted in July-20.

MR. DEEPAK GOUR
of M/s. Harsh Boring Works, Nagpur,
3rd Prize Winner of West Zone
EBW contest conducted in July-20.

MR. PARVEZ
of M/s. Unique Motor Engineering, Surat,
3rd Prize Winner of West Zone
EBW contest conducted in July-20.

MR. VICKY RAGHATATE
of M/s. Nagorao Auto Engineering Pvt.Ltd.,
Dhamtari Chhattisgarh,
3rd Prize Winner of West Zone
EBW contest conducted in July-20.
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Digital Initiatives

Digital Initiatives-Technical Services
Shriram Pistons & Rings Ltd. is known in the auto component industry for having a full-fledged,
dedicated & hardcore technical after-sales service team to support customers in the field for
more than four decades in a row. Apart from managing regular service activities by way of
voice/video calling for addressing field issues & providing on the spot solutions, the current
service team has taken many innovative digital initiatives during this new normal of physical
distancing to reach out to our customers even closer. A glimpse of these activities is being
shared on this page:e-TECHNICAL BULLETINS - NEW MODELS
Many e-bulletins pertaining to new introductions were released to share product
USPs both through mailers & WhatsApp platform which were appreciated by
one and all.
The following WhatsApp/ e-bulletins were released during this period:•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hyundai Accent Petrol - Ring Set
SDE 87.5 mm ‘S’ type - Piston Assembly
Royal Enfield UCE 350cc - Engine Valves
Tata Indigo Manza/ Fiat Linea (90PS) - PA Kit
Eicher 494/694 BS-IV (4V) - Piston Set & Ring Set
Bajaj Platina 100 ES - Piston Assembly
Piaggio Ape BS-IV Diesel - PA Kit (specimen copy enclosed)

e-PRODUCT CATALOGUES

e-HAND BOOK - Good Fitment Practices

Simplified key information data on products
across all vehicle segments were shared
through e-Catalogues. These are kind of digital
hand books which one can access to have a
quick view of all relevant technical parameters
of a product. The circulations include:-

A unique e-Hand book on ‘Good Re-ringing/ Half Engine
Overhauling Practices’ was shared for benefit of
customers & sales colleagues.

•

PRP, EV & Cylinder Liner Catalogues for:
- Tata Range (all segments)
- Leyland/ Hino Range
- LCV/ MUV Range
- Car Range
- SCV Range
- Tractor Range
- SDE Range

•

PRP, EV & PA Kit Catalogue for 2/3 Wheeler
Range

•

All segment Filters Range
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e-PRODUCT COMPARISON CHARTS
Time to time, product/ model comparison sheets along
with photographs & technical details vis a vis
competition are shared which are handy and enable one
to have a recap of the product for easy identification in
field. In continuation to Leyland/ Hino range, we have
now circulated the following:•

MF/ Perkins Range - Pistons

•

Eicher CV Range - Pistons

Digital Initiatives

e-POSTERS
On popular demand, a variety of technical e-Posters on the range, product USPs,
features, packaging, PA kits, piston sets, ring sets, engine valves and host of
marketing products across segments were shared with one & all. These are
widely appreciated by our customers across the country and are shared through
WhatsApp groups by our sales colleagues. The list includes:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2/3 Wheeler PA Kits Range
Tractor/ Hand Tractor/ Tiller/ Off-road applications
Product Range
CNG/ LPG 3 Wheeler/ Auto Product Range
Tata Indica Vista Quadrajet (75 PS) & Indigo
Manza/ Fiat Linea (90 PS) - PA Kits’ USPs
Car Product Range
Leyland/ Hino Product Range
Cylinder Liners/ Blocks Brochure
Mahindra LCV Product Range
SCV Product Range

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eicher CV Product Range
Bi-Wheeler Product Range
2/3 Wheeler Engine Valve Range
Connecting Rod/ Assemblies Brochure
SDE Engine Valves & Valve Kits Brochure
Engine Oil & Grease Range (specimen copy enclosed)
Bi-Wheeler Clutch Plate Range
SDE PA Kits Brochure
SDE Rings Range
DEF Range
Coolant Range

We received many messages wherein customers categorically said “Nobody does it

way”

 я  

ONLINE TRAINING PROGRAMS
Step by step efforts are made to match the technological changes and new way of
communication. For the first time, a digital platform was used to impart technical
knowledge of Manufacturing & Marketing products to our MD sales staff in East zone.

Training of our own sales personnel on topics such as new technologies, product USPs,
new introductions, competitor products’ comparison etc. is a regular feature & at times
‘Role play sessions’ are organized to enable them empathize & upgrade their sales skills.

Subhash Bansal
Sr. Deptt. Manager
Technical Services

PRODUCT AWARENESS VIDEOS
A brief technical film on cylinder liners was shared via below link & many more are in the pipe
line. Video link - https://youtu.be/aXhNwfZdJ9o.
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Digitalisation (IAM)

DIGITALISATION
INDIAN AFTERMARKET (IAM)
Hello Friends,
Welcome back. While we continue to learn-to-live in a Covid-19 threat, I hope you and
your near and dear ones are all safe and healthy.
Covid-19 has given us many new phrases, Social distancing, Work-from-Home (WFH),
PPE Kits / Masks / Gloves / Sanitizer etc. are the regular terms we use these days.
Even in the Corporate world now, it is not how much time one spends in the office rather
what is the output delivered in a given time!
Tele-con/ Video-call/Data and data security are the new buzz words which are
handpicked by the IT industry.
Covid-19 has quickened up the digitalisation intentions and actions across the Global
Economy.
Contactless deliveries and digital payments have been propelled up across all the
Industries. Use of Robots and Drones is augmented across the many Indian States. Cloud-based applications are being
flooded to the market and a new ecosystem is coming into place.
As I mentioned in my last article, at SPR, we have always been the front runner in digital space.
During the last few months, we have not Rested on our Laurels and while keeping ourselves safe from Covid-19, we
have taken another major step towards Digitalisation:
QR code enabled e-coupons- With the support of our esteemed channel partners, SPR has successfully
implemented QR code enabled e-coupons on its USHA branded products (Piston Assay Kits, Piston Assays,
Piston Sets, Ring Sets & Engine Valves). The automated, direct transfer of coupon redemption money has
whizzed up the process and is now benchmarked across the industry.
It is heartening to inform that now we have extended the QR code enabled e-coupons to SPR branded
products also (Liners, Blocks, Oil, Clutch plates, etc.), albeit in a phased manner.
Maybe the next consignment of ‘SPR’ - you will receive with QR code enabled e-coupons.
Please share your feedback and suggestions on the e-coupons.
In our continued efforts to promote ease of doing business and to bring in more transparency, we are
working on a new Digital Platform that we would be sharing within the upcoming issues of Saath-Saath.
A small hint - Any Guess?
Keep watching this space. Please feel free to write to me for any feedback or suggestions at
manish.bindra@shrirampistons.com
Till then, Stay safe.

Manish Bindra
Marketing Commercial
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Nigeria

SPM Activity - Face Mask
As a part of creating COVID 19 awareness amongst the mechanics,
reusable cloth face masks with SPR logo were made and distributed to
customers and mechanics visiting New Parts Market in Nkpor, Onitsha,
Nigeria. This SPM activity was done with the support of SPR Authorised
Importer and Distributor M/s Ifeco Agencies, Nigeria. This campaign
was a big success and almost 5000 masks were distributed.
As a part of the SPM Activity, one of the main pillars of the New Parts
Market, Nkpor, Onitsha, Nigeria was painted in SPR image. This activity
is being done for the 3rd time in the last 5 years. This pillar is at a
strategic location and is seen by everyone entering the market as well as
passing the market from the main highway. This activity was done by
SPR Authorised Importer and Distributor M/s Ifeco Agencies, Nigeria.
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Editorial

FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
Dear Friends,
Demand for compact small cars mostly by first-time buyers is driving the car sales in India
besides the pent up demand due to stringent lockdown restrictions in April and May. Top
executives at leading automobile companies say the new realities of social distancing and
scare of contracting the virus is driving more and more individuals, who were earlier
dependent upon public transport, to buy a car. “A big part of the recovery in demand is from
people who want to avoid public transport and want to have their own vehicle,” said
Shashank Srivastava, ED, sales and marketing, MSIL adding that small cars are getting a lot
of traction.
While urban areas have been more impacted by Covid-19 and the lockdown, industry players say
that rural India is witnessing a faster recovery.
Is the recovery momentum expected to continue?
Both Maruti Suzuki and Hyundai Motors say their enquiries and bookings are on a steady rise. The
companies are also raising their production levels. Currently operating two shifts, both the
manufacturers are on the path to operating all three shifts going forward. The fact that demand is on
the rise, the elimination of production and supply bottlenecks will only improve the sales efficiency
going forward.
However, that is improving with every passing week. A visit outside the Manesar plant of MSIL showed
that the company is calling local workers from nearby districts in Haryana to join work at the plant as it
is ramping up production. Almost 2,000 of the 4,500 trucks carrying finished vehicles and supplies on
a daily basis are back and the number of buses transporting workers has risen from around 100 in May
to around 250 by the end of June.
Why is the auto sector important?
While the Indian automotive industry accounts for over 7 per cent of the country’s GDP, it accounts for
22 per cent of the manufacturing GDP. According to the industry body Society of Indian Automobile
Manufacturers, the industry supports more than 3.7 crore employment and with GST collections of
around ` 1,50,000 crore, it accounts for nearly 15 per cent of total GST collection of the country in a
year. The auto sector is also one of the biggest recipients of foreign direct investment and between
April 2000 and March 2020, the sector has received FDI amounting to $ 24.2 billion.
What could hinder the revival momentum?
Given the fact that a Covid-19 vaccine is still some time away, a spike in Covid-19 cases in India both in
rural and urban India may just derail the recovery momentum and force the centre and states to go slow
on reopening the economy or to even close certain activities that have been permitted. It may also limit
the movement of workers, derailing the production revamp the process for the industry.
The United States can be seen as an example. As the number of cases witnessed a jump over the last
couple of weeks, several states have gone back on their course of reopening.
So, as India reopens and continues from Unlock 1 to 2 to 3, it needs to closely monitor the case
numbers and containment zones in order to avoid the community spread.
Aarti Anandan, Editor
aarti.anandan@shrirampistons.com

Pen your opinion: All comments will be published in the next edition.
Email your comments and contributions to the editor at aarti.anandan@shrirampistons.com
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